
 

Referral Agreement between Tiger Capital Private Limited  

and Euro-Asia Casino Consulting  

This Referral Agreement (hereinafter called “Agreement”) is made between Tiger Capital Private 

Limited with registered address of 14 Robinson Road, #13-00 Far East Finance Building 

Singapore 048545 (hereinafter referred as “Party A”) and Euro-Asia Casino Consulting with 

registered address of 35 Payer Lane, Mystic, CT 06355 USA (hereinafter referred as “Party B”), or 

collectively the “Parties”. 

The Parties are discussing the sale of the xxxxxxxxxxxxx casino located in Macau where the 

Parties will disclose matters concerning the sale of the xxxxxxxxxx casino (hereinafter called “the 

Project”) and the Parties have signed a Confidentiality & Non-Circumvention Agreement for the Project. 

Referral Fee 

1.1. Euro-Asia Casino Consulting intends to speak with its various contacts in the industry to bring 

the casino opportunity to potential buyers. A specific list will be provided of the target entities that Euro-

Asia Casino Consulting can make high level introductions. 

1.2. As compensation for the introductions that lead to any transaction, Tiger Capital agrees to pay 

Euro-Asia Casino Consulting a 20% referral fee. The fee is calculated as 20% of Tiger Capital’s fee 

to conduct and conclude its role in the transaction. 

1.3. The full referral fee would reflect a transaction impacted at any level by a contact or introduction 

(and any subsequent introductions) with any entity on the list. However, if an entity on the list conducts 

a transaction with Tiger Capital through no contact, impact or introduction initiated by Euro-Asia 

Casino Consulting, a reduced fee percentage will be acceptable which reflects the efforts made by 

Euro-Asia Casino Consulting. Euro-Asia Casino Consulting requests that it be made aware of any 

contacts from or with the entities on the list. Euro-Asia Casino Consulting will notify Tiger Capital if its 

efforts with any entity have reached an end. 

1.4. The following list of names shall be deemed as those entities that Euro-Asia Casino Consulting 

agrees to provide direct introduction as potential qualified buyers. 

 



 

Now therefore, for and in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants contained herein, the 

undersigned Parties hereby agree to this Agreement. 

Dated this         17th      day of November 2010                 

 

                                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

_____________________________________ 

  

 

 

_______________________________________ 

Name: Trevor Burns 

 

Title: Partner 

  Name: Stephen J. Karoul 

 

Title: President & CEO 

 

 

Company: Tiger Capital Private Limited    Company: Euro-Asia Casino Consulting  

  

 

 

   

 


